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Cabinet Lead Report – Full Council 21 February 2018

Councillor Tony Briggs: Leader’s Report

Cabinet Lead for: Corporate Strategy, Devolution, Finance and NORSE

Norse South East (NSE)

Highway Weed Control As previously advised as of 1st April 2018, NSE will 
have two team members continually employed on weed spraying following a 
set route, the routes are currently being prepared. This will be supported by 
additional resource, as required, and will continue for as long as necessary.

Health and Safety – NSE and HBC continue to monitor Health and Safety 
and there are no issues of concern.

Regular planned inspections are undertaken involving HBC and NSE officers.

Strategic Waste – Norse has offered the services of a Waste Officer from 
another Joint Venture who has experience in identifying issues and reducing 
contamination levels. The HBC web site has been updated to remove 
incorrect information and uploaded with additional guidance. HBC and NSE 
officers are working together to prepare imprioved marketing and promotional 
material to be issued to residents.

Project Integra – 25th January Strategy Officer Group meeting was attened 
by Carl Mathias. Chris Noble the Head of project Integra has left to take up a 
new position in the New Forest DC. The report around this contained five 
options, which were discussed at core group, where the preferred option was 
secondment with interim appointment seen as the second best option. It was 
suggested that the report was amended to 12-24 months for the secondment.

Hampshire Waste Partnership update Super Materials Recycling Facility 
(SMRF) -  Work on finding a site is progressing, and should be in a position to 
update by the end of the financial year. The intention is to take a paper to 
HIOWLA group at the end of February following the board meeting, with the 
outline numbers in the model to get principle agreement to the way forward.

Green Waste – Renewal letters have been sent out to our 10,300 customers 
ahead of the new collection year, which commences 01 April. NSE, with the 
support of Havant Borough Council, will produce marketing material in an 
effort to generate additional customers.

Street Cleaning – The team have continued their good work ensuring that the 
Borough is maintained in a clean and tidy condition.

Grounds and Open Spaces - Highway verge cutting, as a result of good 
weather and ground conditions, this continued until the end of November 
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resulting in 8 completed cuts in most areas within the Borough. Schedules for 
18/19 have been produced and submitted to HBC. 

All other aspects of this service are performing to standard.

Vehicle Workshop and Fleet Management – Continued growth in MOT 
testing, servicing and repairs. 

NSE will continue to promote the services to local businesses and the general 
public.

Beach Huts – Several huts were moved by high winds (storm Brian) last year. 
The team have attempted to move the huts back to their original position but 
in some cases this was not possible due to the changed profile of the beach.

NSE are communicating with some huts owners in an effort to resolve any 
ongoing issues.

Commercial Update – NSE continues to develop new business opportunities 
and business growth is encouraging with recent business gained. 39 
additional work requests were received; which included new contracts, 
positive contract variations and new commercial waste customers.

NSE continues to bid for local business with 13 proposals currently being 
considered for Cleaning, Facilities Management, Grounds Maintenance, 
Commercial Waste and Fleet Management.

Christmas and New Year Collections – The services performed well during 
this period. 

There was some feedback from residents that information regarding the 
revised refuse/recycling collection dates was not effectively communicated 
and this resulted in some confusion, the details were printed in the recent 
edition of ‘Serving You’. We may need to consider an alternative approach 
this year.

All issues reported to NSE were addressed in an effort to minimise 
inconvenience to our residents.

Customer feedback/Service issues – It is important that all customer 
enquiries are reported to the Customer Services Team, this will ensure that a 
record of the call is kept and the issue can be tracked through to resolution.

End.


